
 

 

Jack and John Petrie was Interviewed by Benji Cole for Their New Book  

Jack Petrie and John Petrie just released their 

new book titled ‘Wee Willie One Sock’. This is 

an excellent children’s book and currently John 

will be interviewed by Benji Cole as they aspire 

to carry out the appropriate book promotion. 

Jack had other obligations at the time. 

 

[April 20th, 2022]: An all-new children book 

has been released and it is titled, ‘Wee Willie 

One Sock.’ It is a very well thought out children 

book that will take children through the 

different parts of Willie’s home and is a great way to encourage the reading habit in them.  

 

As a part of their book promotion, the author, John, will appear on CBS radio as he will 

have an interview with Benji Cole.  They are optimistic about the reaction and response that 

the book will receive. The good thing about the book is that it ends up imparting a very 

good lesson as they want the kids to truly learn the art of sharing things and helping others 

out at the same time.  

 

The author was quoted as saying, “We are thoroughly pleased at how our concept mapped 

out in the book. We wanted to convey the message that sometimes by sharing things, we can 

end up helping others. This is a very important lesson that should be inculcated early in the 

life of children.” 

 

With their book promotion, they have been very busy and can’t wait to see as to how the 

results turn out to be. They want to talk more about the book and how the concept despite 

being very simply ends up being mighty appealing for children. The authors believe that it 

is a must pick book for every parent who wants their child to learn the right habits while 

inculcating the reading habit on to them. 

 



 

 

Those who would like to know more about the different details of the book and even those 

who would like to grab a copy should make it a point to visit 

https://www.amazon.com/Wee-Willie-Sock-John-Petrie-ebook/dp/B07WGXNYZL 

 

 

About Wee Willie One Sock  

Wee Willie One Sock is a children book wherein a mother finds her son Willie with just one 

sock on his feet. As they move around the house looking for the sock identifying all of the 

furniture by name; they find two cats fighting for it. The mother then decided to give 

Willie’s other sock to a cat to resolve the fight.  

 

 

Media Info 

Website: https://amzn.to/3EzjNzh 

Email: john5petrie@gmail.com 
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